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Abs t r ac t . Service networks comprise large numbers of long-running, 
highly dynamic complex end-to-end service interactions reflecting asyn-
chronous message flows that typically transcend several organizations 
and span several geographical locations. At the communication level, ser-
vice network business protocols can be flexible ranging from conventional 
inter-organizational point-to-point service interactions to fully blown dy-
namic multi-party interactions of global reach within which each partici-
pant may contribute its activities and services. In this paper we introduce 
a formal framework enriched with temporal constraints to describe multi-
party business protocols for service networks. We extend this framework 
with the notion of multi-party business protocol soundness and show 
how it is possible to execute a multi-party protocol consistently in a 
completely distributed manner while guaranteeing eventual termination. 
1 Introduction 
Today's application-oriented services cannot scale to meet the number and na-
ture of demands already placed on them, let alone a new generation of more 
complex applications involving several organizations. Most of today's applica-
tions are based on the assumption of the ubiquitous availability of point-to-point 
integration between any two interacting parties from the perspective of a single 
organization. One of the main reasons is the use of orchestration languages (e.g., 
BPEL) to describe how services can interact with each other at the message 
level from the perspective and under control of a single service. Moreover, the 
interactions are limited to uni-cast scenarios. This is extremely restrictive for 
applications characterized by wide-scale and complex dynamic interactions. 
1.1 Service Networks 
The full potential of services technology as a means of developing mission-critical 
applications used by a wider spectrum of people and organizations will only be 
realized when business processes (which are services themselves) are able to 
express business collaborations and transactions that occur between multiple 
business process endpoints, rather than a specific business process that is exe-
cuted from the perspective of a single party. Such collaborative, complex service 
interactions typically require specifying sequences of peer-to-peer message ex-
changes between a collection of end-to-end services within stateful, long-running 
interactions involving several parties. This gives raise to the concept of service 
networks. 
Service networks comprise large numbers of long-running, highly dynamic 
complex end-to-end service interactions reflecting asynchronous message flows 
that typically span several organizations and geographical locations. The term 
"complex end-to-end service interaction" encompasses a succession of automated 
business processes, which are involved in joint inter-company business conver-
sations and transactions across a federation of cooperating organizations. This 
widens considerably the scope of service-based applications by providing the pos-
sibility of developing a whole new range of innovative service-based applications. 
Service networks properly sequence service activities according to the flow de-
finitions in a process collaboration model into end-to-end service constellations, 
assign work items to the appropriate human actors or groups, and ensure that 
both human- and system-based activities are performed within specified time 
frames. This entails multiple technical requirements, which include binding to 
heterogeneous systems, synchronous and asynchronous message exchange pat-
terns, data manipulation, flow coordination, exception management, business 
events, long running business transactions, and so on. 
1.2 Multi-party Business Conversations in Service Networks 
At the communication level, service networks essentially comprise asynchro-
nous message flows between multiple service consumers and providers. Business 
conversations can be flexible, ranging from conventional inter-organizational 
point-to-point service interactions (as is the norm with current orchestration 
technologies) to fully blown dynamic multi-party interactions of global reach 
within which each participant may contribute its activities and services. 
At the communication-level, service networks exchange sequences of messages 
grouped into operations, which have to be structured into complex conversa-
tions. The business logic which controls these operations is embedded into the 
implementation of the interacting parties. This is due to the limitations of stan-
dards used in practice, e.g., WSDL 1.1. The new generation of Web services 
standards that will be based on WSDL 2.0 will focus on custom Message Ex-
change Patterns (MEPs). MEPs are currently elementary building blocks (i.e., 
one-way messaging, request-reply, solicit-response and notification) from which 
business protocols can be constructed, describing the multi-party message inter-
actions required by a business process. Ideally, MEPs should also include timing 
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Fig. 2. The Purchase Order protocol from the perspective of the sales approver 
constraints and have the expressive power necessary to describe complex series of 
interactions allowing for multiple alternative message exchanges to be performed 
at any given point in the execution of the MEP. 
Figure 1 describes a simplified version of an end-to-end order fulfillment 
process represented by means of a complex set of interacting Web services. From 
a service network perspective the Purchase Order business protocol essentially 
corresponds to a choreography scenario and involves message exchanges between 
three parties: a buyer (pi), a sales approver (^2), and a seller (^3), described 
from a global perspective. A buyer's order conveys information about the order. 
The sales approver performs credit check and stock authorization, while the final 
order fulfillment and billing lies with the seller. 
The previous scenario can be contrasted with the one illustrated in Figure 2 
which describes the Purchase Order protocol from the sales approver's perspec-
tive, which effectively corresponds to a service orchestration scenario, where all 
information not concerning the sales approver, both about states of the protocol 
and transitions, has been removed. The only message exchanges relevant for the 
sales approver are the ones in which it appears as either sender or recipient of 
messages. Note tha t in the service network business protocol where the sales 
approver is listed as recipient of a message together with other participants, 
information about other recipients, like transitions £5 and £10 in Figure 2, is 
eliminated as it cannot be observed by the sales approver. Eliminating infor-
mation regarding transitions tha t do not involve the sales approver may render 
some states of the business protocol irrelevant. Collapsed states are labelled as 
"?" in Figure 2 and are referred to as incognito states. Incognito states are 
"super-states" in orchestrations which resume states in the original choreogra-
phy that are not discernible by the participant because of lack of information. 
The algorithm to extract the point of view of a participant from a choreography 
(and the creation of the incognito states) is outside the scope of this paper. 
Business protocols such as the one depicted in Figure 1 can lead to erroneous 
results if not managed properly. Therefore, an important consideration is how 
to factor a multi-party business protocol to achieve end-to-end conversation se-
quences that are robust and safe. Of particular importance is the use of formal 
techniques to describe multi-party MEPs for service networks and verify correct 
execution and temporal properties of these protocols. 
In this paper we define a formal model for multi-party business protocols based 
on Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA). Our model has been inspired 
which we have extended to describe multi-participant orchestration business pro-
tocols and choreographies. We also introduce the notion of multi-party business 
protocol soundness and show how it is possible to execute a multi-party protocol 
consistently in a completely distributed and timely manner without relying on 
any external synchronization mechanisms. 
2 Formal Exposition of Business Protocols 
This section introduces the basics of our formalization of business protocols. 
We use a graph-based representation which permits us to give an intuitive and 
simple semantics to the execution of runs, and which makes it easy to perform a 
mapping to timed automata, which enables model checking-based verification of 
temporal logic properties. Space constraints force us to be concise; the interested 
reader can find more details and examples 
2.1 Running Example: Purchase Order Business Protocol 
Our representation of business protocols is based on DFA, which are considered 
appropriate for describing message exchanges for e-commerce applications , 
enriched with time conditions on the transitions. The states of the protocol are 
mapped to states in the DFA, and the protocol evolves by traversing transitions. 
Transitions are uniquely identified by their transition identifiers, and have asso-
ciated time conditions that restrict when they can be traversed. There are two 
types of transitions: message-based and automatic. Message-based transitions 
are associated to a message exchange between a sender and a number of recip-
ients. Automatic transitions are triggered by their associated time conditions 
becoming true when time advances. 
In Figure 1, the participants communicate with each other by exchanging mes-
sages. The buyer initiates the conversation (and thus it is the initiator) by sending 
the message prepare order to the sales approver (transition t i) . The notation 
ti : prepare order,pi, {p^} 
means that the message-based transition t\ represents the delivery of an instance 
of the message type prepare order by the participant p\ to the participant p2-
The sales approver authorizes the order and replies back to the buyer with an 
approve order message (transition £2) • Following this, the buyer has to dispatch 
the order within two hours to the seller (transition £3) with the send order 
message. If the seller accepts the order, it sends to the participants a message 
order accepted (transition £4). The seller can reject an order by sending the 
message reject order (transition t@) within two hours since the reception of 
the message send order. If the order is accepted, the conversation ends by 
traversing transition £5, where the buyer sends the message confirm order to 
both seller and buyer. The buyer can, however, cancel an order that has been 
rejected within one day (£10) or propose changes the order to the sales approver a 
within 12 hours. In this case, the sales approver must approve the change within 
12 more hours (£7 and £s). The buyer then sends another message to the seller 
(£9) with the updated order for the seller to either approve or reject it. 
Each message-based transition in the business protocol is univocally associ-
ated with a message type. Different message types in the business protocol are 
disjoint: that is, given a message that is an instance of a message type, it is 
possible to map it back to only that message type.1 Thus, recipients are able 
to tell which transition has taken place simply by observing the message they 
received. Each business protocol has a unique initial state, which has no incom-
ing transitions. All transitions outgoing the initial state are message-based, and 
their associated time conditions are "£rwe". Multiple final states are allowed, and 
final states are required to be absorbing (i.e. they have no outgoing transitions). 
Time conditions determine when transitions can be traversed. Message-based 
transitions can be traversed only if their associated time expressions evaluate to 
"true" and the corresponding exchange of messages between the partners actu-
ally is actually performed. Automatic transitions are immediately traversed as 
soon as their associated time expressions evaluate to "true". Time expressions 
are obtained by composing atomic predicates, such as "£rwe" or "£3 > 2 hours" 
which refer to the time at which a transition happened using directly its transi-
tion identifier (e.g., £3). In a sense this is similar to what happens in timed au-
tomata (and we assume similar time expressions are used), where clocks store 
information on elapsed time, and they can be reset by traversing transitions. In 
our proposal, every transition has one associated timer (named as its transition 
identifier) which is reset every time the transition is traversed. We will use spe-
cific time expressions to denote either absolute points in time (e.g., 12:35AM) or 
durations (e.g., 2 hours), and we will let the context disambiguate if needed. 
The time at which a time expression is evaluated is used as the reference 
for the evaluation of atomic predicates. Atomic predicates referencing a not-
yet-taken transition evaluate to "false", while "true" time expressions can be 
omitted. Time expressions combining atomic predicates are evaluated with the 
usual rules for conjunction, disjunction, and negation. 
2.2 Taxonomy of Business Protocols 
In this section we introduce a taxonomy of business protocols according to the 
following two dimensions: 
— Number of participants involved in the conversations: 
two-party: two participants, or 
multi-party: more than two (but finitely more) participants. 
— The perspective adopted to describe the structure of the conversation: 
orchestration: the conversation is described as the point of view of a par-
ticular participant (as in Figure 2), or 
choreography: the conversation describes all the possible interactions that 
multiple participants in a service network can have (Figure 1). 
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Fig. 3. Taxonomy of Business Protocols 
fined in terms of two-party choreography and multi-party choreography business 
protocols. 
2.3 Execution of Business Protocols 
The execution of a business protocol essentially implies traversing the states fol-
lowing the usual automata conventions, in addition to the considerations stated 
in Section 2.1 regarding when a transition can be traversed according to its time 
condition. A sequence of consecutive transitions that goes from the initial state 
to a final state is an execution path. Examples of execution paths on the business 
protocols presented in Figure I are the following: 
ex\ := t\ —s-£2 —• *3 —• ti —• h 
ex2 '•= t\ —s- £2 —• £3 —>• t& —>• £7 —>• £s —>• tg —>• £4 —>• £5 
There are usually multiple execution pa ths in the same business protocol 
(actually, there may be infinite if there are loops). 
A particular execution of a business protocol is called a run, and it consists of 
a sequence of steps (£, T ) , corresponding to the traversal of transition £ at time 
T. A run r% of length n on the business protocol B is represented as: 
r
n
B := ( £ I , T I ) —>...—> (£J ,TJ) —>...—> ( £ „ , T „ ) 
where (£j,Tj) —• ( £ J + I , T J + I ) represents that tj was traversed at time Tj, followed 
bythestep ( £ J + I , T J + I ) . Inasense, runs are instances of execution paths. Different 
executions that follow the same execution paths may give rise to runs that differ 
on the times associated with the steps. The information available in the run 
(traversed transitions, their order, and their associated time), is used to evaluate 
time conditions in the remainder of the execution. 
The set of all the runs that can take place on the business protocol B re-
specting the time constraints in it is denoted by RB -2 Runs in RB are said to be 
accepting on B. Accepting runs have to follow the usual word accept rules for 
automata (they start in the initial state, end in a final state, and every transi-
tion starts in the state the previous one ended in) and the rules concerning the 
semantics of time conditions. For example, the following run is not accepting 
with respect to the business protocol illustrated in Figure 1 because it violates 
the time constraints associated with the transition £3: 
(tuOh) — (t2,T2) — (t3,2h:30m) — (t4 ,r4) — (t5 ,r5) 
More precisely, if we denote by ct the time conditions associated with transi-
tion t are: 
— For any step (£ ,T) , ct must evaluate to t r u e at time T. 
— For any two steps (ta,Ta) —• (£b,T(,) where £5 starts in state s: 
• ra < TI, must hold (i.e., time increases monotonically). 
• If tb is message-based, no condition of any automatic transition departing 
from s may have evaluated to t rue in the time span from ra to r^. 
• If tb is an automatic transition, T^ is the least time greater than ra in 
which ctb evaluated to t rue , and no time condition of any transition 
starting at s may have evaluated to t rue in the time span from ra to r^. 
2.4 Mapping Business Protocols to Timed Automata 
Expressing and checking temporal properties, like "every possible accepting run 
of the business protocol completes in at most 20 seconds", is important to, 
for example, ensuring that time-related QoS properties hold. In order to pave 
the way towards model-checking of business protocols, we provide a mapping 
from business protocols to timed automata. Timed automata are labelled tran-
sition system which use real-valued variables (timers) to model clocks. Timed 
automata accept timed words, where some input symbols can be accepted (i.e., 
the corresponding transition is taken) only at certain points in time specified by 
expressions on the timers. 
The mapping, adapted from the one for two-party orchestration business 
protocols, converts states of the business protocol B into states of the Equiva-
lent Timed Automaton (ETA) TB preserving the markings for initial and final 
states. A timer is created for each transition using the identifier of that transi-
tion, which is reset to zero every time the transition is taken. Transitions in B 
are converted into transitions in Tg, labelled with the original identifier in the 
business protocol. The time conditions associated with message-based transitions 
are copied unmodified, but the conditions associated with automatic transitions 
require some additional tweaking. It is necessary to enforce in the ETA that, in 
case that several automatic transitions starting in the same state of a business 
protocol can evaluate to true simultaneously, only one (e.g., the one with the 
least transition identifier) is traversed. 
Therefore, for an automatic transition t starting at state s we just need to 
translate its associated time conditions into Tg as the (logical) conjunction of the 
time conditions for t and the conjunction of the negation of the time conditions 
associated to any other automatic transition originating at s whose transition 
identifier is smaller than t.3 
The resulting ETA is deterministic. The language of Tg is, by construction, 
exactly RB (see Section 2.3). Thus, checking whether a run can or can not take 
place on a certain business protocol boils down to checking if the run belongs to 
the language of its equivalent timed automaton. 
The mapping to timed automata makes it possible to analyze, among other 
properties, the inclusion and equivalence of languages of business protocols, i.e., 
if a given business protocol can execute all or only some of the runs of another 
protocol. Inclusion and equivalence of languages is the corner-stone for any work 
on replaceability and compatibility of business protocols. Since the ETAs we 
generate are deterministic, and they have by construction exactly the same 
language of the respective business protocols, the analysis of the inclusion of 
languages on them solves the problem for the business protocols. 
3 Sound Multi-party Business Protocols 
For a given choreography business protocol (either two-party or multi-party) it is 
important to ensure that can be executed in a completely distributed and timely 
manner using the message exchanges in the protocol as the only communication 
means. If participants exchange messages at their own discretion (e.g., outside 
their time windows), the business protocol may be wrongly executed; they must 
therefore know when messages can be exchanged. Business protocols in which 
completely distributed execution is possible are called participant-sound. 
An additional interesting property of choreography business protocols, called 
time-soundness, is the ability to avoid protocol stalls that could be caused by 
the discretionary ability of participants to decide whether to generate or not 
messages in a business protocol. Message-based transitions define time win-
dows within which senders can generate messages with a valid timestamp. Time-
soundness guarantees that the protocol eventually concludes disregarding mes-
sages which are not generated within the appropriate time frame. 
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3.1 P a r t i c i p a n t - S o u n d n e s s 
A participant-sound business protocol can be executed correctly using as the 
only communication means among the participants the message exchanges in 
the protocol. Consider the business protocol presented in Figure 4: participant 
ps,, which is not involved in the message exchange upon traversing transition £i, 
does not know tha t the protocol has entered state si and tha t it is therefore 
expected to generate message m.2. Thus, the protocol is not participant-sound, 
because if ps, relies only on the messages exchanged with the other participants, it 
will not have information enough to take part in the execution without risking to 
break the protocol by generating a message in the wrong moment. Consider now 
Figure 5, obtained by adding ps, as recipient for the message-based transition t\. 
Unlike the protocol in Figure 4, the one in Figure 5 is participant-sound: upon 
the receipt of message m i , ps, knows tha t the protocol is now in the state s i , 
and tha t it can generate message m.2-
In order for a business protocol to be participant-sound, its part icipants must 
be able to evaluate time conditions associated to message-based transitions in 
which they act as either senders or recipients. 
Recipients of message-based transitions can observe traversed transitions tha t 
affect them by retrieving the types of the messages they receive and using the 
one-to-one mapping between message types and message-based transitions (Sec-
tion 2.1). Similarly, a time condition associated with an automatic transition 
(Section 2.1) defines the t ime windows in which tha t transition is immediately 
traversed if the protocol is currently in its source state. Automatic transitions 
do not require communication among participants: a part icipant infers tha t an 
automatic transition takes place when they can evaluate their time windows and 
knows tha t the execution is in the transition's source state. 
If a participant knows when a transition can or cannot be traversed, it is said 
to be transition-aware of tha t transition: 
Def in i t ion 1 (Trans i t ion-awareness (Working Def in i t ion) ) . A participant 
p is transition-aware of a transition t in a business protocolU if every timet occurs 
during an execution of B one of the following holds: 
— t is message-based, and p is involved in it (that is, p is either sender or 
recipient in t), or 
— t is automatic, and p can infer that t has occurred. 
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Fig. 6. State-awareness with automatic transitions 
Transition-awareness affects the ability of participants to evaluate t ime condi-
tions. A participant can evaluate a time condition if and only if it is transition-
aware of all the transition identifiers appearing in tha t t ime condition. Due to 
transition-awareness, the participant always knows when the transition is tra-
versed, and can keep track of the time of the most recent occurrence to evaluate 
time conditions defined on the basis of tha t transition. 
Definition 1 is only a "working definition" because, while it delivers the in-
tuition of transition-awareness, it does not explain when part icipants can infer 
the execution of automatic transitions. In order to formally explain this, there 
is some more ground work to do. 
Similarly to transition-awareness, a participant is said to be state-aware of 
a s tate if it is aware of every t ime tha t the business protocol enters or leaves 
tha t s tate. This means tha t the participant is being informed of all transitions 
incoming and outgoing a specific state. Consider the multi-party choreography 
business protocol in Figure 6. The participant p\ is state-aware of S2 because it 
is aware of all transitions entering this state, all the message-based transitions 
leaving it (£3), and it can evaluate when £4 can be taken because it was also aware 
of transition £1, needed to evaluate the condition ct4 = t\ < 5. On the other hand, 
ps, is not transition-aware of t\. Therefore, it cannot evaluate correctly c t 4 , and 
thus it is not state-aware of S2 as it cannot tell when S2 is left through £4. 
Transition- and state-awareness, which are mutually dependent, are the keys 
to participant-soundness: if participants are aware of the message-based transi-
tions in which they are involved, they have enough understanding of the protocol 
not to break it. The definitions of state- and transition-awareness follow: 
Def in i t ion 2 (S ta te -awarenes s ) . A participant p in a business protocol B is 
state-aware of s if p is transition-aware of all transitions entering s and, for 
every transition t exiting s : 
— If t is message-based, then p is either the sender or a recipient oft, and p 
can evaluate the time condition associated with t . 
— Iftis automatic, then p can evaluate the time condition associated with t. 
Def in i t ion 3 (Trans i t ion-awareness ) . The participant p in the business pro-
tocol B is transition-aware of a transition t with source state s if and only if one 
of the following conditions hold: 
— t is message-based, p is sender in it, and p is state-aware ofs, or 
— t is message-based, and p is recipient in it, or 
— t is automatic, and p is state-aware ofs. 
Definitions 2 and 3 show how awareness spreads through the executions of a 
business protocol: a participant is state-aware of a state if it is transition-aware 
of the transitions entering tha t s tate. A participant has to be state-aware of 
its source state in order to be transition-aware of automatic and message-based 
transitions in which it acts as the sender. A part icipant 's awareness of states 
and transitions follows paths of awareness, made up of sequences of transitions 
and states tha t it is aware of, throughout the executions of a protocol. The 
paths always s tar t with a message-based transition in which the participant is 
a recipient, and always end with message-based transitions entering final states, 
or states the participant is not aware of. The only exception to this rule are 
the paths of awareness for the participant that initiates a protocol. These s tar t 
with a message-based transition originating in the initial s tate and where the 
participant is the sender and not a recipient. 
Part icipants need also to know when the protocol has terminated. If a partic-
ipant is not aware of the completion of a protocol run (i.e., if it does not know 
tha t the protocol has entered a final s tate) , it might wait forever for messages 
tha t will never arrive. To prevent this from happening, participants are required 
to be aware of all final states. 
It is possible to define participant-soundness on the basis of the definition of 
state-awareness: 
Def in i t ion 4 ( P a r t i c i p a n t - s o u n d n e s s ) . A multi-party choreography business 
protocol is participant-sound if: 
1. for every message-based transition t originating in a state s, the sender p of 
t is state-aware of s ; 
2. all participants are state-aware of the final states that belong to execution 
paths that contain transitions that the participants are aware of. 
That is, participant-soundness expresses the capability tha t senders have to gen-
erate their messages within the correct time windows and tha t all have partici-
pants to acknowledge the termination of the protocol execution if they were apart 
of it (note tha t it may be the case tha t some participants did not participate in 
the execution pa th followed by a certain instance). 
3.2 T i m e - S o u n d n e s s 
As already explained, senders of message-based transitions can decide not to 
generate messages (and, thus, not to actually traverse transitions). This may 
suspend the execution of protocols. Consider the protocol in Figure 7: \ip2 does 
not wish to generate the message m<i while the protocol is in the state s i , the 
execution will never reach a final state, and therefore the protocol may stall. 
Business protocols which never stall because of the part icipants ' discretional 
ability to decide whether and when they would participate in message exchanges 
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Fig. 7. A business protocol which may stall in state si when the participant P2 decides 
not to generate the message ni2 
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Fig. 8. A time-sound version of the business protocol presented in Figure 7 
are called time-sound. The implication is tha t a business protocol is time-sound 
if, in every non-initial s tate of the protocol in which participants apply discre-
tionality, there is always a possibility for the protocol to proceed to a new state. 
Message-based transitions leaving the initial s tate (like transition t\ in Figure 7) 
are treated as special cases. Since the initial s tate has no incoming transitions, 
the traversal of a message-based transition originating in the initial s tate always 
represents the beginning of a protocol execution. Figure 8 shows a time-sound 
protocol, as per Definition 5, below: 
Def in i t ion 5 ( T i m e - s o u n d n e s s ) . A business protocolis time-sound iffor every 
non-initial state that has at least one outgoing message-based transition, there is at 
least one outgoing automatic transition whose associated time condition is satisfied 
infinitely often. 
Because of the discrete time model adopted by business protocols, having in-
finitely often verifiable time conditions associated with automatic transitions 
guarantees that , no mat ter when a state is entered, at some point in the future 
one automatic transition will be traversable, and therefore the protocol execu-
tion will traverse it. While this does not prevent infinite loops from occurring, it 
is enough to prevent a protocol from stalling in a specific state. Note tha t these 
automatic transitions may very well lead the protocol to some emergency state 
to escape from unexpected situations (e.g., deadlines not met) . 
3.3 Full S o u n d n e s s 
Multi-party choreography business protocols tha t are both participant- and time-
sound are fully sound. Fully sound business protocols exhibit a progression prop-
erty: their execution is never indefinitely blocked in a non-initial and non-final 
s tate. This can alternatively be formulated as follows: finite runs of fully sound 
business protocols complete (i.e., reach a final state) in finite time. Theorem 1 
proves the property of progression. 
T h e o r e m 1 P r o g r e s s i o n of Fully S o u n d B u s i n e s s P r o t o c o l s Assuming 
that participants do not willingly violate time windows for message generation, 
every accepting run r^ of finite length on a multi-party service network business 
protocol B reaches a final state Sf in finite time. Moreover, at no step in its 
execution the protocol is broken because of the generation of messages outside 
their respective time-windows. 
Proof. Proven by induction on the construction of an accepting run. There are 
two basic cases, first and last step of the run, and an inductive one on the i-th 
step of the run, with i G (1, n). 
— first step: since r% is accepting, the first step traverses a message-based 
transition originating in the initial s tate. The time in the execution does not 
s tar t until the first transition is traversed. Consequently, this case presents 
no problem. The time condition associated to a message-based transition 
originating in the initial s tate must be "irwe" (Section 2.1), and thus the 
initiator participant can not possibly violate the time-window for the gener-
ation of the first message. 
— last step: since r g is accepting, the n- th (and final) step ends in a final s tate 
of B, and the execution is completed. Since there are no transitions outgoing 
final states, no messages breaking the protocol can be generated. 
— inductive case: step i — 1 {i — 1 < n) ends in a s tate s. Since the run is 
accepting, the state s is a neither initial nor final. Since s is not final, it 
has at least one outgoing transition. The transition t to be traversed at 
the i-th step can be either automatic or message-based. If t is automatic, 
then the time condition associated with t is infinitely often satisfied due to 
the time-soundness property of B. As traversing an automatic transition 
does not generate any messages, no time-window can be violated. If t is a 
message-based transition, the sender p of t generates the associated message 
m in a finite amount of time, and this happens before the time condition of 
any automatic transition is satisfied. Otherwise, an automatic transition is 
traversed instead. Due to the participant-soundness of B, p can evaluate the 
time-window, and thus it has all the information necessary to generate the 
message without breaking the protocol. 
Theorem 1 proves a fundamental result regarding fully sound business proto-
cols: runs in which participants adhere to the execution rules (i.e., do not gener-
ate messages outside the allowed time windows) always complete in finite time. 
Moreover, because of the participant-soundness of the protocol, part icipants can 
execute the protocol in a completely distributed way. This result builds on the 
following assumptions: 
Rel iab i l i ty of c o m m u n i c a t i o n channel: sent messages are always success-
fully delivered; 
Rel iab le t i m e m e a s u r e m e n t : participants have consistent means of measur-
ing time, i.e., private clocks evolving at the same speed; 
T i m e efficiency of c o m m u n i c a t i o n channel: the messages sent are deliv-
ered instantaneously to all recipients; 
Reaction time of participants: participants take decisions and react with-
out delays, i.e., no noticeable computation is performed in states. 
Current enterprise systems can actually offer a run-time environment in which 
fully sound business protocols can be efficiently executed. Enterprise service 
buses provide reliable communication channels (e.g., through implementations 
of the WS-ReliableMessaging specification). Time-efficiency requirements on the 
communication channel and participants' reaction time can be achieved by em-
ploying strategies from communication networks such as Time Division Multi-
plexing, while protocols like the Internet Network Time Protocol can be used to 
ensure that participants have a consistent view of time. 
4 Related Work 
Recently, a simplified version of BPEL 2.0, called BPELLlght has been pro-
posed to encode complex, executable MEPs. BPELLlght extends BPEL 2.0 with 
a WSDL-less interaction model that makes it possible to specify processes rep-
resenting orchestration-based MEPs independently from Web service technolo-
gies. While this proposal has the advantage of being directly executable on 
suitable middleware, there is currently no direct support for model checking and 
validation. 
Other DFA-based formalisms have been proposed to describe asynchronous 
message exchanges between two parties as orchestrations or choreographies. All 
these formalisms encode message exchanges as transitions connecting states of 
the protocol, and can ultimately be mapped to our formalism. 
Two-party orchestration business protocols have been studied : for 
this particular class of business protocols, very relevant problems like compat-
ibility and replaceability evolution and migration strategies for running 
instances [9], have been already addressed. 
An approach to matchmaking of two-party choreography business protocols 
(though not supporting time constraints) is presented in [10] as part of a search 
engine for ad-hoc business processes, as well as an extraction process for 
orchestration-based business protocols. These are called views and are created 
from choreographic protocols. 
5 Conclusions and Future Work 
Current orchestration languages (e.g., BPEL) describe how services can interact 
with each other at the message level from the perspective and under control of a 
single service. Moreover, the interactions are limited to uni-cast scenarios. This 
is extremely restrictive for applications characterized by wide-scale and complex 
dynamic interactions. 
In this paper we introduced an intuitive formal model for describing multi-
party service network business protocols based on Deterministic Finite Au-
tomata. In addition, we defined the notion of full soundness for multi-party 
business protocols. Fully sound multi-party choreography business protocols rely 
solely on message exchanges as the only means of communication and can be 
executed consistently in a completely distributed manner, while guaranteeing 
termination. Our framework allows the description of business protocols and ver-
ification of their temporal properties using model checking of timed automata . 
Fully sound multi-party choreography business protocols contribute towards a 
comprehensive theory of management of business protocols for service networks. 
Future work on choreography business protocols will focus on the evolution 
of business protocols and how it impacts time-related QoS parameters like turn 
around time, transaction rates, etc. Another area of work concerns protocol 
replaceability and compatibility analysis and versioning techniques for business 
protocols. 
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